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I guess I get the blues this time of year.  The post-holiday blues.  I get the when’s the 

winter going to come to an end/when’s the sun going to shine through blues.  I get the global 

warming blues, the Trans Mountain pipeline blues, the when’s reconciliation really going to get 

some traction blues; I get the off shored wealth, when are they going to start paying their taxes 

blues.  Do you get the blues, and are you sitting with the blues?  I do, I am.  Even glass half full 

Steven gets the blues.

Once upon a time, I thought I knew a lot about the history of this continent; about the 

States in particular.  Knew it so well, or well enough, that I was entrusted to teach university 

courses in American history.  So you can perhaps imagine my shock when I first discovered that 

I was ignorant about one of the greatest stories that ever took place on this continent; and I didn’t

learn about it until I had entered professional ministry at the beginning this century.

As advertised, I’m going to be talking about the blues—defined in my dictionary as a 

“melancholic musical style characterized by frequent blue notes and often in a twelve bar 

sequence” which, if you’re like me, aside from the melancholy part, doesn’t give me much of a 

clear idea at all.  

Truth is, I can’t begin to talk about the blues without describing the place and 

circumstances that gave birth to this music—a musical language born in the heart of North 

America that has gone on to flow like a great river to the ends of the earth. It may well be that in 

ages to come, it will be the high lonesome sound, the lowdown plaintive cry of the blues that best

captured the passionate intensity, the alienation and heartbreak and the heartless violence of 

times through which we’ve perilously journeyed; and still do.
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When I say the Mississippi Delta, we may picture in our minds the extreme southern end 

of that great river branching out in the state of Louisiana and coming to rest as it flows into the 

Gulf of Mexico.  Well, we’ve got to re-think that—that’s the first thing I learned about the 

backstory of the blues.  As the crow flies, the distance from Cairo, Illinois south to the Gulf of 

Mexico is about a thousand miles—that’s the Mississippi Delta.  And immeasurably longer is the

Mississippi River itself that winds its immense path from the northern reaches of the American 

Midwest to the sea.  A great flood plain stretches out on both sides of this mother of waters.  For 

age upon age, the river rose and flooded its banks, depositing rich dark earth upon the land.  As 

well, that alluvial plain stretching for miles east and west to either side of the river was covered 

by a subtropical jungle of forests, swamps, snags and snake infested bayous.  It was one of this 

continent’s last frontiers.  Home to brown bears, seven-foot water moccasins, innumerable 

beaver and scores of Native American tribes more at home on canoe and skiffs than on horse and

foot.

The earth that gave life to this wild tangle and profusion of living things was among the 

richest and deepest topsoil on the planet: an agriculturalist’s untapped dreamscape of potential 

bounty and wealth.  The challenge to those who wanted to master it was access to the land and 

vast quantities of labour needed to clear it, dam it and drain it.  It’s this story: the titanic human 

struggle of clearing the swamps, removing the mind-bending tangle of countless trees, vines and 

thickets, building up levees and cultivating the fields of the Mississippi Delta that is seldom told 

and little known.

Why is it that this story isn’t known or more widely taught and talked about?  Because 

between 1870 and the 1930s, millions of Afro-American men and women poured their own 

rivers of sweat and blood into those swamps and the deep waters and banks of the Mississippi 
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building gigantic earthen levees, embankments on both sides of the river rising 30-40 feet above 

the flood plain.  One shovel full, one wheelbarrow at a time, they raised a stupendous double 

wall of earth greater in mass and longer than the Great Wall of China.  Building the levees and 

draining and clearing the Mississippi floodplain is one of the greatest single feats of construction 

in world history.  Greater by far that the pyramids of Egypt.  Overworked, underpaid, underfed 

and wretchedly housed, the men and women who accomplished this feat lived in a world of 

startling cruelty, injustice and violence ruled over by foremen and a system as heartless as any 

ancient Egyptian overseer.  No one knows how many died; their lives were cheaper than the 

mule teams they skillfully handled.

(Geeshie Wiley )
The last kind words I heared my daddy say
Lord, the last kind words I heared my daddy say

If I get killed, if I get killed, please don't bury my soul
I p'fer just leave me out, let the buzzards eat me whole

The Mississippi river, you know it's deep and wide
I can stand right here, see my daddy on the other side

The story of the levees and cleared flood plains of the Delta is a mystery to us because 

this is the heart of darkness; our continent’s very own Egypt,  But unlike the Egypt of old, no 

god delivered these Israelites from bondage; no seven plagues; no timely columns of smoke and 

fire; no walls of Sinai water drowned modern Pharaoh’s army.  And in the treasure cities of 

Pithom and Ramses, the Egyptians still rule and revel in the riches wrested one tree hewn down, 

one shovel full lifted, one row picked at a time by black hands, black muscle and black sweat.

The blues is the melancholy despair, unfulfilled longing, and the fires of rage that a sin 

haunted white religion, inflexible racism and implacable greed forced into the lungs and sinews 

of women and men.  Its words, notes, rhythms a new, no-exodus scripture:

(Skip James)
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Hard times is here and everywhere you go
Times are harder than ever been before
You know that people, they driftin' from door to door
But you can't find no heaven, no one care where they go…
When you hear me singin' this old lonesome song
People, you know these hard times can last us so long

(Vera Hall)
Ooh Lordy, troubles so hard
Ooh Lordy, troubles so hard
Don't nobody know my troubles but God
Don't nobody know my troubles but God…
Went in the room
Didn't stay long
Looked on the bed and,
Brother, my brother was dead…

(JB Lenoir)
I never will go back [there] (to Alabama), that no place for me. 
I never will go back [there) (to Alabama), that no place for me. 
You know they killed my sister and my brother. 
And the whole world let them peoples go…free 
Why you wanna be so mean? ‘bama, ‘bama, why you wanna be so mean? 
You got my people behind a barb wire fence 
Now you tryin' to take my freedom away from me

(Marvin Gaye)
Oh, make you wanna holler
The way they do my life
Make me wanna holler
The way they do my life
This ain't livin' this ain't livin' 
No, no baby, this ain't livin'
No, no, no, no

No wonder the blues can scare the bejesus out the gatekeepers of propriety and the status 

quo.  When startled adults see their children move to low down sensuous rhythms and with ears 

unstopped hear tales of woe, longing, sex, despair and defiance, then “Egypt” trembles. For the 

blues parts the veil of self-imposed blindness and amnesia; it pours a light into the heart of 

darkness.  And in the States, just going to say it, if a person draws a distracted nation’s attention 
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to this no-exodus story, an assassin with gun, or court, or rope or poisoned pen steps forward to 

cut that person down to re-impose silence and darkness again.

In 1865, in his second inaugural address, Abraham Lincoln dared speak the truth of the 

blues, saying that the offense of slavery was the product of both North and South and that the 

scourge of civil war in the States was a pox on both houses.  “Fondly do we hope,” he said, 

“fervently do we pray, that this mighty scourge of war may speedily pass away.  Yet, if God wills

that it continue until the wealth piled by the bondsman’s two hundred and fifty years of 

unrequited toil shall be sunk, and until every drop of blood drawn by the lash shall be paid by 

another drawn by the sword, [then] as was said three thousand years ago, so still it must be 

said, “the judgments of the Lord are true and righteous altogether.”  That is the hard truth our 

neighbours to the south could not/cannot to this day bear to hear, and an assassin cut him down, 

cut Martin Luther King Jr, cut Malcom X, cut down countless others in the prime of their lives 

for uttering this awful truth.

I get the blues this time of year.  Do you?

The Blues as Music

It’s the unique verse form and harmonic structure that basically sets the vocal and 

instrumental style of the blues apart from other folk and pop music.  It’s impossible to find the 

exact moment when it burst upon the scene, though it appears to have first taken its classic shape

around 1900 and in the Mississippi Delta region.  Its direct influences came from the field songs 

and prison shouts created and given voice by the numberless workers and convicts who toiled to 

raise the levees and who cleared, planted and harvested the fields that emerged from the 

reclaimed flood plains of the river.
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What gives it that something that’s identifiable as the blues is 1) the “blue note”—like a 

flat three added to the pentatonic scale (Elliott demonstrates); 2) like most folk music, the same 

melody is repeated for each successive stanza of verse; 3) each stanza tends to have three lines 

—the second line repeats the first, the third line that follows tends to give an ironic twist and 

commentary to the preceding two lines.  For example:

Came to church this morning, thought I’d hear the good news
Yes, I came to church this morning, thought I’d hear the good news
But the preacher man all he laid down was the sad, sad blues (yes, he did) 

And 4) the music phrases are usually worked out in twelve measures and in 4/4 time.

The term “blue” and “blues” can be traced back at least as far as the early 17th century, 

the age of Elizabethan England, the time of Shakespeare.  People used it—the word “blue”—to 

talk about ill-health and bad weather, but by the mid 1800s on this continent, the emotive 

meaning we have in mind when we say “I’ve got the blues” was fixed in our language.

Folklorists working in the southern States first began to hear and write down blues songs 

in the first years of the 1900s.  After hearing a guitarist play and sing the blues in a crowded 

dance hall in Clarksdale, Mississippi, W.C. Handy, a noted band leader and composer published 

the St Louis Blues in 1903.  That song went on to become the most widely published and 

arranged song in American pop music.  

But it was a bluesman from Texas, Blind Lemon Jefferson, who opened the floodgates to 

classic blues with a series of recordings in the early 1920s.  Recording companies discovered 

there was an enormous, untapped Afro American audience, both rural and urban, hungry for this 

music.  They knew first hand the semi-feudal life of sharecropping that kept them in bondage; 

knew first hand dead end wage slavery in the blue collar and service economies that broke up 
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families and beat the proud down; knew the humiliation of Jim Crow laws and the violence of 

American lynch culture.  

And so, between the mid 1920s through the Depression years, they avidly bought up and 

moved to music of the more than 200 solo recording artists whose songs of melancholy longing 

and pent up rage were recorded on labels with names like “Okeh,” and “Black Swan.” Blues 

songs emerged from the Delta with titles like “Black Snake Moan,” “Struck Sorrow Blues,” 

“One Dime Blues.” “Burnin’ Hell,” “Driftin’ Door to Door,” “Hellhounds at My Heels,” “Prison 

Cell Blues,” and “Graveyard Blues.”

The blues introduced a new gallery of characters to the wider culture.  They moved 

beyond the biblical heroes and narratives of slave songs to plumb, instead, the despairing times 

they knew and then defiantly celebrated black women and men who were persons to reckon 

with: “Ollie Jackson the gambler, he made two fatal shots.”  “Frankie was a woman, everybody 

knowed…” “John Henry was a steel driving man…” ““Po Laz’rus had never been arrested, 

arrested by no one man,” It’s Jumpin. Jumpin Judy, she was a mighty fine girl…”

Alan Lomax, the great musicologist, observed that this new ballad genre marked a sharp 

turn away from the on-beat, collective song style of most early Afro-American music.  The blues

is the work of an individual, a solo voice expressing the longing and loss, alienation and 

melancholy, the anger and defiance of the labour camps, of menial urban jobbing and the 

sharecropper’s world.  Lomax traced the ultimate source of the “high lonesome complaint” back 

to West Africa and the ancient world of Eurasian Empires—to a world of caste, exploited 

peasants, subjugated women and absolute power.  In this vast stretch of time and space, blues 

sprang from the lips of farmers driving livestock, mothers rocking babies, children tending 

flocks, lovers wooing the beloved, and the living wailing for the dead.
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And the Mississippi Delta blues brought that long human song to these shores.  To the 

womb of this land, to the heart of our own age.

Why am I talking about the blues?

I don’t remember when I first heard the blues.  But I do remember what I felt: that first 

aural shock wave, that amplified wail uncoils still in the maze of my ear and soul like a 

boundless river.

I told you I can get the blues this time of year.  I’m probably not alone.  Open the 

obituary pages and gaze at the faces of those who held on and then let go.  Think about the 

families, lovers and friends left behind.  They’ve got the blues.

I’ve got Teck Company mega-mine blues that makes Canada a hypocrite in the eyes of 

the world.  I’ve got soon coming on twenty years in this country and its full-spectrum housing 

crisis that doesn’t get solved blues.  I’ve got millennials in-debt, gig economy, can’t pay a 

mortgage, can’t start a family blues.  I’ve got the torrid Mississippi Delta clamping down up here

north blues.

What do you do when you get the blues?  When a lover walks away, and you’re left with 

the lonesome echo of a door slammed shut?  When you work and work and still can’t stretch that

paycheque to the end of the month?  When a loved one lies low in the grip of a wasting disease, 

or when he’s taken from you forever?  When a child grows sullen and remote and all you have 

left is a memory of a smile and the sweet distant smell of her infant head?  What do you do when

you honestly reckon your life has not been what you thought, and the sands of time are pouring 

through your fingers like a sieve?
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Sing the blues.  They’re yours, too.  Add your high lonesome wail to the keening chorus 

of human voices that have risen in blues-tinged heart brokenness and soul weariness for as long 

as we’ve known to sing our sorrows.

Don’t add to the blues of others.  Each of us has got quite enough to carry as it is.  Bless, 

don’t curse the pilgrim walking next to us down that long lonesome highway.

Listen to the blues.  Be amazed at how the body will come to life from the neck down.  

Our hearts will fill with pain and joy and start doing some thinking and our heads, maybe, will 

begin to feel.

There’s something way sad about someone who thinks they can outrun, deny, or look 

down with contempt on the blues.  For each of us, I promise, will meet the blues someday.  And 

the healing can begin, the mending of a broken heart, a broken life, can begin with something as 

simple as a three-line stanza, twelve measure and a handful of blued notes.

A sampler:

Blind Lemon Jefferson- Black Snake Moan
Willie Brown - East St. Louis Blues
Son House-- Death Letter Blues
Robert Johnson - Hellhound on my Trail, Stones in My Passway
Honeyboy Edwards – Crossroads
Ma Rainey-Deep Moaning Blues
Bessie Smith-Back Water Blues
Sippie Wallace-Murder Gonna Be My Crime
BB King - How Blue Can You Get?
Lighnin' Hopkins-Woke Up This Morning
John Lee Hooker-Hard Times
Albert King-Stormy Monday

“If you escape from the problem, you’re not dealing with it.  But the blues is for confrontation, 
confrontation and improvisation with the fact that life is a dangerous, low down proposition at 
best; and then you improvise playfully, hopefully, and then in comes options which are going to 
add up to elegance, which is beauty, and now you’re making art.”  
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